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The Rector Magnificus François-Xavier
Dumortier announced in a letter to the
university community the institution of

the new Centre for Interreligious Studies in
the academic year 2015-2016. Managed by
a team that includes Fathers Laurent
Basanese (Director), Bryan Lobo (Vice-Di-
rector) and Linus Kujur (Academic Coordi-
nator), the Centre will have two study
units: “Islamic Studies” and “Religions and
Cultures of Asia.”

Academically speaking, the new
Study Centre is autonomous and con-
tributes to broaden the University’s inter-
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In keeping with the intellectual 
and apostolic tradition 
of the Society of Jesus, 
the new academic unit 
will focus on two pillars: 
Islamic Studies and Religions 
and Cultures of Asia. 
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with other university 
centres and the many 
Jesuits who work
in this area
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disciplinary curriculum also by providing
workshops and intensive courses focusing
on contemporary interreligious and inter-
cultural issues. 

Fr. Dumortier explains the spirit of this
new institution.

 Fr. Dumortier, since you have come
into office, the Gregoriana has set up four
new Centres: the “Alberto Hurtado” Cen-
tre for Faith and Culture; the Ignatian
Spirituality Centre ; the Centre for Child
Protection; and now the Centre for Inter-
religious Studies. Alongside the six Facul-
ties and the two Institutes, what are the
specific characteristics of these “Centres”?

«These Centres are academic structures
where teaching and training is provided
with a view to enhancing knowledge on
topics the University believes is of para-
mount importance. These Centres are key
for at least three reasons. Firstly, a Centre is
interdisciplinary by nature and by vocation.
The field of interreligious study embraces
several dimensions: theological and philo-
sophical, spiritual, political… We do need
to stimulate across the board thinking in the
University, involving all Faculties and Insti-
tutes. Secondly, a Centre is more flexible,
smarter, and can do without the more for-
mal structure of a Faculty or an Institute.
And thirdly, a Centre not only can take in
students who are not following the stan-

dard courses but also encourage out of the
box thinking about emerging and topical is-
sues».

 Why a Centre for Interreligious
Studies?

«In today’s world there is an ever-grow-
ing awareness of religious plurality and
spiritual diversity. We firmly believe it is
crucial to provide a formation in the field of
interreligious studies that is at the same
time open and accessible. Stimulating a
comparative approach allows students to
gain the historical, philosophical, theologi-
cal and political knowledge required to
analyse interreligious relations and to sus-
tain constructive debate. Interreligious en-
counter is no easy matter: You need solid
training – a training that will allow you to
know and understand other religions, other
believers of other faiths, and to be able to go
beyond the differences».

 In other words, it is a journey...
«Indeed, a journey, a journey that re-

quires strong commitment. Every human
being journeys towards truth and good.
What we must do is to try to find how we
can make this journey together, how we can
walk together respecting each other but also
in the light of the intelligence of our own
Christian faith. Interreligious encounter
leads us to look closer into our faith, and
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Showing of the movie
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give “the reason for the hope that is in you,”
as Peter reminds us in his First Letter. Tak-
ing into account the religious identity of the
other and the comprehension of a culture
forged by specific religions, are key ele-
ments in the encounter between persons
who belong to different traditions».

 Is this Centre something completely
new?

«While the Centre as such is a novelty,
the Gregorian University can rely on a long
tradition of interreligious studies. Our com-
mitment in this field, it should be observed,
is part of the intellectual and apostolic tra-
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Director Mehran
Tamadon, after the

showing of his 
movie, Iranien.

Down: Dr. Monica
Romano and Rev. Li
Xuanzong during the
evening dedicated to

the knowledge 
of consecrated life 

in Taoism.
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dition of the Society of Jesus, whose calling
has always been to reach out to the frontiers
of the Church and to face new challenges».

 In today’s public opinion, the word
“religion” is increasingly associated with
the word “violence”...

«I believe we cannot give up that atti-
tude where we must shun all temptation of
violence. The faith in Christ does not appear
to me to be one where we can succumb to
any form of violence that denies, kills, elim-
inates… to a violence that not only can de-
stroy society from the inside, but also
threaten international peace. I believe the
journey towards truth and good is increas-
ingly becoming the journey towards know-
ing, meeting and understanding the other,
in a respectful and realistic way. It is the
way indicated by the Pontifical Council for
Interreligious Dialogue in the document Di-
alogue in Truth and Charity: Pastoral Orienta-
tions for Interreligious Dialogue (2014)».

 The Centre will have two units...
«That’s right. While one unit will specif-

ically focus on studies pertaining to Islam,

the other will tackle religions and cultures
in Asia. These are indeed very complex re-
alities and our intention is, at this stage, to
offer an in-depth introduction to these great
religious traditions not only by courses de-
fined in cooperation with the other Faculties
and Institutes but also by setting-up specific
initiatives, namely workshops, conferences,
intensive sessions.»

 What about cooperation with other
Universities on these topics: is it a viable
option?

«It is something we strongly hope.
Clearly, we would like to establish links
with other Universities and Institutes to
avoid unnecessary duplications, to develop
synergies and to work as part of a network
of academic institutions that share and pur-
sue a common project. 

To work with other Universities will
allow us, whenever possible, to develop
projects together and to implement ex-
change programs involving both teachers
and students. And, of course, as a Jesuit, I
would love to involve those Jesuits around
the world who work on these matters». 
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Prof. Tiziano Tosolini
and Fr. Kujur during
an event of the
Forum “Religions 
and Cultures of Asia”
dedicated to Japan.
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